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**Abstract:**
Probable Maximum precipitation (PMP) is the term for the precipitation of a regional capacity in a specified period of 24 hours is usually used. In this study, due to lack of complete rainfall data at stations in the Alwand catchment that located on between Kermanshah provinces, we used to be structural the rural area. Probable Maximum precipitation. With regard to be structural the rural area, Probable Maximum precipitation has the result from damage to economic and even loss of life. In this research, we collected data from synoptic and climatologic station after that used man.

-Kendall's test for determined statistics, trend. As a result, five stations are from 18 stations located in the basin have not the trend, therefore, were excluded from the process, We used seven distribution gauss normal distribution, log normal, log normal parameters, normal, gamma and gamma parameters namely for statistics fitted. A result showed, log normal best fitted with data. First and second statistical method, Hirschfield was used for probable maximum precipitation in the basin. At the end, second method Hirschfield us more compatible with observational data.
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